PROJECT - 0
Rule Book
Your name is #8675309 AKA Project-0. You have woken up in Downtown Los Angeles and somehow
have escaped from the Agency. You must run for your life is in danger. You don’t know how you got
there although you find a note and a map in your pocket.
“I cant help you any longer. Heres a map detailing
where you must go to find the last 5 data points to take
down the Agency. Good luck”
Goal

Agents
		
-Must take down Project-0 and take him back to the Agency before he can collect all
		
data from the final 5 data points.
		
Project-0
		
-Collect the rest of the data by reaching all the data points before the Agency finds you.
In the Box
3 - Red Agent Pegs
1 - White Project-0 Peg
15 - Bus Tokens
9 - Taxi Tokens
30-Investigation Tokens
30-Location Cards
Set up

Choose a player who is going to be Project-0. The rest of the players will be Agents.

Project-0 draws 5 location cards at random and DOES NOT SHOW THE REST OF THE 		
PLAYERS
		
- These cards dictate where the 5 data points are located.
			
(Mark these locations on the small map provided)
		
-Project 0 now draws one more card. This tells you where you will start on the map.
			
-Shuffle all the cards back into the deck EXCEPT Project 0’s starting card
			(DO NOT SHOW).
			
-All Agents now draw a single card defining where they will start on the map
			
-Place AGENT pegs on the map. DO NOT PLACE PROJECT-0 on the map.
		-Agents receive
			
- 5 Bus Tokens
			
- 3 Taxi Tokens
			
- 10 Investigation Tokens

Movement
-Project 0 moves first and then the rest go in clockwise order.
Project 0
		
Player that is Project 0 uses a small map provided to map their movements. Do not place player 		
		
token on the board until prompted.
			
-Project 0 can move Up to 5 SPACES A TURN
			
- DOES NOT recieve any Bus or Taxi Tokens
Agent
		
- “on foot” move up to 3 spaces a turn
		
-Bus token – up to 3 bus stops a turn
		
-Taxi token – up to 6 spaces IN A SINGLE DISTRICT
Data points
- In order to collect the data, Project 0 must land on an entry point for the locations dictated by the cards 		
drawn at the beginning of the game.
-After reaching any Data point Project-0 takes the corresponding Location card from the deck and places		
it face down in front of them.
Finding Project 0
-An Agent captures Project 0 when he/or she lands on the same space as Project 0.
- An Agent can find project 0 if they are one adjacent space away.
		
- In this case Project 0 is revealed and places his/her White token on the map.
		
- When Project 0 moves more than one adjacent space away from an Agent take the White Peg 		
		
off the map
- If all 3 agents are in the same district as Project 0, Project 0 is revealed and places his/her White Peg on 		
the board.
		
- When Project 0 or any agent leaves the district remove the White peg from the board.

						
Investigation Tokens
- Investigation tokens give Agents the ability to investigate a location when landing on an adjacent entry 		
location (red dot.)
- When an Agent spends an investigation token at a location they ask Project 0 if they have been there or 		
not.
		
- Project 0 tells them yes or no. (Project 0 must tell the truth)
-Agent turn ends after using an investigation token.

Bus Tokens
- A Bus Token allows an Agent to ride a bus on a specific color line
- The Agent can move up to 3 Bus stops per turn.
		
-Only travel on a single color.
		
- Another bus token is required when getting on a different line
-An Agent must dictate when getting off the bus and cannot move after when exiting a bus
Taxi Tokens
-A Taxi Token allows an agent to travel up to 6 spaces within a single district
A normal space is defined by a green circle.

Location Entrys are defined by a Red dot. May be more than one location entry piint per location.

Bus Stops are represented on the map with Black circles.

Districts
- There are 8 districts and they are defined by different colors on the base of the map.
- When an agent uses a Taxi Token they may not leave the district that they started in.

					

